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Green Assets: Buildings,  Data Centers 

 

Green assets in the context of visual computation in virtual reality (VR) can refer 

to environmentally sustainable or energy-efficient buildings and data centers used 

to support VR applications and experiences. Here's a breakdown of these 

components: 

1. Green Buildings: In the context of VR, green buildings refer to structures that are 

designed, constructed, and operated with a focus on reducing their environmental 

impact. Green building practices often involve energy-efficient design, renewable 

energy sources, sustainable materials, and efficient HVAC (heating, ventilation, 

and air conditioning) systems. These green buildings can house VR development 

studios, VR experience centers, or even VR research labs. 

 Energy Efficiency: Green buildings prioritize energy efficiency through 

measures like LED lighting, smart thermostats, and advanced insulation to 

reduce energy consumption. 

 Renewable Energy: Some green buildings use renewable energy sources 

like solar panels or wind turbines to generate electricity for VR equipment 

and lighting. 

 Sustainable Materials: Construction materials with low environmental 

impact, such as recycled or locally sourced materials, can be used in 

building VR-related facilities. 

2. Data Centers: Data centers are crucial for the operation of VR applications, as 

they handle the processing and storage of large amounts of data required for VR 

experiences. Green data centers are those that employ eco-friendly practices to 

minimize energy consumption and reduce their carbon footprint. 

 Energy-Efficient Servers: Green data centers use energy-efficient server 

hardware and cooling systems to minimize electricity usage while 

maintaining performance. 



 Renewable Energy: Some green data centers are powered by renewable 

energy sources to reduce their environmental impact. 

 Heat Recycling: Heat generated by servers can be recycled to heat the 

building or provide hot water, improving overall energy efficiency. 

 Virtualization: Data centers can use virtualization technology to consolidate 

servers and reduce the physical footprint, which can lead to energy savings. 

When it comes to VR and visual computation, ensuring that the infrastructure 

supporting these technologies is environmentally sustainable is becoming 

increasingly important. VR experiences can be resource-intensive, requiring 

powerful hardware and data processing, which can contribute to a high carbon 

footprint. By incorporating green assets such as eco-friendly buildings and data 

centers, VR developers and organizations can work towards reducing their 

environmental impact and promoting sustainability in the industry. This aligns with 

broader efforts to make technology and entertainment industries more 

environmentally responsible. 

 


